
BUYER DECISION PROCESS OF A TYPICAL PORSCHE CUSTOMER

The buyer decision process of a typical Porsche customer focuses on selecting cars that reflect their high social status,
their financial power.

Then, put their buyer in their own class of exclusivity. The only way the expectations are met comes from
whether the consumer has been satisfied or not. Porsche has well. Porsche car buyers are characterized by their
ambition and love for challenges, coupled with a financial advantage not enjoyed by most. Some traditional
markets customers - move in life stages that brings new needs. Need recognition. What role does the Porsche
brand play in the self-concept of its buyers? Porsche buyers tend to view a car not just as a convenient mode of
transportation, and hence set different parameters. On the other hand, traditional Porsche customers skip most
of the decision process and jumps right into the purchase decision. Firstly the customer becomes aware of the
models but they do not have adequate information about these new models. None of that. The Porsche was an
alternative presented to consumers who could not afford a traditional Porsche, but wanted the image of the
brand. Line extension. They skip most of the process and jump right into the purchase decision. Question 1:
Analyze the buyer decision process of a traditional Porsche customer. They are also interested and search for
more information of the Cayenne and Panamera before their purchase decision. We have five steps in
marketing decision making process which are; 1 Need Recognition 2 Information Search 3 Alternative
Evaluation 4 Purchase Decision 5 Post-purchase Behavior Generally,first three steps of marketing decision
making process are considered when a customer face a new or complex purchase situation. Evaluation of
Alternatives While other car buyers evaluate alternatives based on criterion that satisfy practical needs, like
fuel economy, maintenance costs, etc. How might Porsche change customer attitudes toward the brand.
Analyze the buyer decision process of a traditional Porsche customer. They are more concerned with building
personal relationships with their cars and the exclusivity it provides than with the convenience of a Cayenne or
Panamera. Interestingly, both consumers are likely to be focused on factors such as speed and brand image. To
help with a proper decision the consumer may also evaluate alternatives. Those differences make changes in
marketing decision making process. Post purchase Behavior The Porsche buyer expects a certain level of
performance not from the car only but also from its manufacturer. Porsche customers purchase their cars for
pure enjoyment and they are not moved by the information but by feelings.


